
A score for the globe 

Approach the globe from the coast path                                - count the steps… 

Pause at the top - facing the globe, your back to the sea, and count the same number again with your breaths; inhale and exhale for 

each number 

Turn around slowly, with an outstretched arm - 

                                                                                                 -            -            - and trace the horizon with your finger   

  

Walk around the globe until it masks the sea                                                                                                                                           

looking at it’s surface, speak the first word you read, 

aloud… 

 

 

Find a particular marking on the globe’s surface   and trace it with your finger   /  /   photograph it with your mind’s 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                    eye   /  /   hold the image   /  /   remember the pattern 

 

- hold this with you whilst you climb the steps and arrive at a place above the globe 

- trace the marking you’ve memorised, across the sky, 

with you hand… 

…do the same with the other hand 

 

- take a different route back to the coast path                                                           - notice gravity 

            - notice pace 



Stand close to the sea - your feet together and legs touching…                   

                                                                                                                                                                                   s t a r t   t o   s w a y 

Notice what you see and how these sights shift slightly as you sway on your axis… 

 

 

 

Find stillness. 

 

 

 

 

Decide where North is         - point to it 

           and repeat the hand gesture you’d designed in response to the globe’s markings 

 

      

        Do the same for your South, East and West 

- notice which hand(s) you use 

Look at the globe - notice your axis 

    Turn slowly to find a point in the sea - fix upon it with your eyes 

Finally, let your arms float up to your sides (as if they’re weightless) and notice 

 

breath                      axis                           gravity                                           breeze                       currents                       horizons                             horizontals                              verticals     

weight                              pulls                                  and                         pushes                                                the great globe beneath your feet 


